With **ZERO** vulnerabilities, it’s the world’s first unhackable laptop.

Ensuring secure computation and services for a mobile workforce is a daunting challenge for any enterprise. Add to that the complications of hardware configuration management, administrative overhead for security updates, user training and acceptance, and the task seems almost impossible. Well, not any more. Introducing the world’s first turnkey CSfC complete mobility solution – **Archon ZV**. We focus on keeping your information secure so you can focus on your mission.

**How It Works**

Using the world’s only EAL 6+ certified operations kernel, we have weaponized the user experience. End-users see a cutting-edge Dell® Latitude ultrabook or tablet and their normal operating environment. With a focus on simplicity, the need for user training is almost eliminated. Thoroughly modern and comfortably familiar, the NSA CSfC capability packages create secure connections and data at rest for one or multiple environments. When your mission takes you beyond the internet connection, we have you covered with a variety of frequency support for the true tactical edge – including disconnected operations. Archon’s laptop interface runs all current applications providing a seamless user experience. Its zero-trust, customized security operating environment delivers high assurance operations and eliminates configuration by explicitly defining what exactly the system can do, not what it can’t. Once defined, there is zero deviation from the security policy. The entire system is designed to make security invisible to the end-users and sustainable for the IT support teams. This is the only way to ensure that any secure system stays secure and is functionally useful.
At ID Technologies we have a clear mission – to make it simpler for our customers to buy and use IT that’s fit for their purpose. We don’t say that IT projects are ever easy – IT is hard to do well, the stakes are often high and technology is evolving rapidly. But there is much we can do to ease our customers’ experience and minimize time-to-value. We call our process “Accelerating Simplicity.”

Our Guiding Principles

Differentiation
We work with proven capabilities we know will outperform the market and at lower cost.

Time-to-Value
We make the value of IT spend more quickly accessible to the customer.

Customer Relevance
We work only with partners whose products and approach align with the unique contexts and goals of our customers.

Contact us today to discuss our mission-focused solutions to your industry challenges.

sales@idtec.com

We’ve Redefined “Secure”

• Unhackable – the world’s only EAL 6+ certified separation kernel means you know what is executing on your platform and where.
• Factory installed, use case specific security policy means zero vulnerabilities from improper configuration. It literally cannot be configured improperly.
• No hardware configuration management. Repeat. No hardware configuration management.
• Security Application operations center – do you really trust your client operating environment? Put security applications where they belong – away from your user environment.

Benefits
How Do We Make Sure Your Data Stays Protected?

- Factory installed, use case specific security policy means zero vulnerabilities from improper configurations
- Runs any common client operating system or application, including Windows®, Linux®, Android®, and Posix® compliant native applications
- Premium client hardware runs any client applications so there’s no mission you can’t execute
- Depending on capability package specified, Archon can be deployed and operational anywhere on the planet and on any network, redefining global mobility

Contact Us Today to Learn More:
Unhackable@idtec.com
sales@idtec.com
+1 (703) 554-1600
+1 (800) 929-8333